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Our virtual event featured a dynamic conversation
between former United States Attorney General Loretta
Lynch and GlamourGals Alumna Christina Sookhoo
complemented by an interactive affirmation writing
session with Brienne Colston. 

This Fall we were awarded a new grant from Tom’s of Maine, to
complement our existing grants from Winifred Johnson Clive
Foundation, Network for Good, and the Barbara Bradley
Baekgaard Family Foundation. Each of these grants allows us to
expand our mission to reach more communities and engage
volunteers across the country.

NEW FUNDING
Resources to expand our mission to end elder isolation.

19TH ANNUAL GLAMOURGALS LEADERSHIP TRAINING
INSTITUTE  
100% of teen volunteers felt empowered from the event.

GlamourGals provides structure and support on a national scale to teen
volunteer chapters through our Chapter Creativity Fund. Each chapter can
brainstorm and organize additional interactive programming in the senior
home with our support. Ultimately these activities lead to more interactions with
senior residents. From flower crowns to holiday crafts to decorations and more
- our volunteers make seniors feel special all year round.

GLAMOURGALS CHAPTER CREATIVITY FUND
Facilitating creativity that extends visits with senior residents.

GlamourGals Foundation, Inc.  |  glamourgals.org  |  @GlamourGals

333
intergenerational events

hosted by chapters.

650 50
communities across the

country served.

With continued momentum engaging 13 NEW college campuses, over 1,100
volunteers from the broader GG community, and companies like HSBC,
Panasonic, Twitch, Stensul, Farmers Insurance, and Greenberg Traurig, LLP,
our work continues this January. Join us to reach our 20,000 note goal!
Learn more and contact us here.

MY DEAR FRIEND NOTES BRIGHTEN THE LIVES OF
SENIORS
Surpassing our first milestone with 13,000 notes we met our
financial match and already reached isolated seniors in 152
senior homes across the country.

TEEN VOLUNTEER CHAPTER IMPACT

reflective journals written
by volunteers.

- Valerie G, 
L ife Enrichment Director, AZ

"Without people 
like you, our 

residents would not 
know that there are
people who care."

https://www.glamourgals.org/get-involved/professionals
https://www.glamourgals.org/contact-us

